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Abstract:
Suitable material for on-chip interconnects has been believed to be the low resistive
conductor by basing on the AC circuit theory of engineering. On the other hand,
according to the solitary electromagnetic wave (SEMW) theory, it is clarified that the
lossy transmission line is contrarily suitable for the signal line of the switching mode
circuit (SMC) including the digital circuit. Therefore, the effect when the wire with
relatively high resistance is used to the signal interconnects was analyzed based on the
SEMW theory. Here, the low impedance lossy line (LILL) technology is applied to
conventional power mesh of on-chip interconnects.
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1. Introduction
The circuit of SoC including LSI has been designed and analyzed in accordance

with the AC circuit theory of engineering. At the design of the on-chip interconnects,
the delay time is gotten from the time constant which is a product of the resistance
and capacitance of the interconnect. But, according to the electromagnetic (EM)
physics, the transmission delay depends on the line length and the dielectric constant
of the transmission line, and the resistance that is the reciprocal of conductivity of the
conductor only influences to the transmission loss. Therefore, the accuracy of the
current design method is quite low. But the main cause of this situation exists in the
current EM physics about the continuous EMW and the new theory of the EM physics
about the noncontinuous EMW is necessary to solve this problem. The SEMW theory
was developed for this aim and the lossy line technologies were developed by basing
to the SEMW theory [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. The suitable design and analysis method of the
signal on-chip interconnect based on both the SEMW theory and the lossy line
technologies will be presented in this paper. The on-chip low impedance lossy line
(LILL) technology [8,9] is applied to the current power mesh of the on-chip
interconnects. It makes enable that the length and the terminal impedance of the
power line is reckoned to be zero. But the technical contents concerning about it is
abbreviated in this paper.
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2. Conventional Analyzing Method
The on-chip interconnects have been designed and analyzed by basing on the AC

circuit theory of engineering that is based on the EM field theory being typified by the
Maxwell`s equation [10]. The outline of the conventional idea for analyzing is as
following [11].
The time of flight when the rise time is defined as the time required the signal to

move from 10% to 90% of the signal voltage is

tf =
l
v

(1)

where l is the transmission line length, and v is the traveling speed of signal.
As the rule of the thumb, transmission line phenomena become significant when

tr < 2.5tf (2)
and the line acts as a lumped element when

tr > 5tf (3)

In between the gray area where either transmission analysis or the lumped element
approximations can be used, depending on the application and required accuracy is

2.5tf < tr < 5tf (4)

When the transmission line is lossless and dielectric constant of the insulator is 3
and the transmission line length is 0.3mm, 1mm and 3mm, tf becomes each
1.73ps ,5.77ps, and 17.3ps from the equation 1.

According to the current design method of the on-chip interconnects, the inter
connects is reckoned to be lossless and it is presented by the lumped capacitor or the
distributed capacitor and the source resistance of the driver. And the value of the
source resistance includes the loss of the on-chip interconnects and the actual source
resistance of the driver. In this case, the rise time is limited by the capacitance of the
transmission line and source resistance of the driver. When the transmission line is
modeled as a lumped capacitor C or the distributed capacitor c, the rise time tr is
expressed

tr = 2.2 ∙ RS ∙ C = 2.2 ∙ RS ∙ � ∙ � (5)

where RS is the source resistance of the driver, C is the lumped capacitance and c is
the distributed capacitance, and L is the length of the interconnect.
When the characteristic impedance of the signal interconnect is Z0, Rs = Z0 is a

convenient driving condition for a lossless line not terminated at its receiving end.
This is called “termination at the driving end" and has the power-saving benefits for
SoC using CMOS. On the other hand, in the case of the actual lossy signal
interconnect that has the resistance of the conductor, Rs = Z0/2 is a suitable condition
for a transmission line not terminated at its receiving end of the transmission line but
the rise time becomes long with traveling and the amplitude of the receiving voltage is
reduced to be 0.78 [1].
Figure 1.a shows an example of the equivalent circuit and the analyzing model.
Figure 1.a shows the equivalent circuit of CMOS circuit using the lossless

transmission line model and Figure 1.b shows the analyzing model of the on-chip
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interconnect. VI is the input voltage of the transmission line and VO is the output
voltage of the transmission line, the gate capacitance of CMOS is 0.03pF, the source
resistance RS of the driver CMOS is set to 160Ω, 320Ω, and 1.6kΩ. Here, the source
resistance limits the current flow from the receiver. Therefore, the source resistance is
connected to the transmission line and it also corresponds to the resistance of the lossy
transmission line. As shown in the Figure 1.a, the influence of the power line to the
performance of the CMOS circuit or SoC is not payed attention in the conventional
equivalent circuit.
The characteristic impedance of the analyzing model shown in the Figure 1.b is [12]

Z0 =
μ0
ε0

1
2π 2 1+εr

ln 1 + 4h
weff

14+ 8
εr

11
4h
weff

+
14+ 8

εr
11

4h
weff

2

+ π2
1+ 1

εr
2

(6)

where, weff = W+ tn 1+1 εr
2π

⋅ ln 4e
tn h 2+ π w tn+11 10 −2 , εr is the dielectric

constant, W is the width of strip conductor, h is the thickness of insulator, tn is the
thickness of strip conductor.
In the Figure 1.b, the calculated characteristic impedance is 259Ω when W is 0.3μm,

tn is 2W, and h is 10μm, and εr is 3. In this analyzing model the ground plane of the
on-chip interconnects is the aggregate that are formed by the ground conductors
including the mesh, wires, and vias.

a. Equivalent Circuit. b. Analyzing Model.

Figure 1. Equivalent circuit and Analyzing Model.

Figure 2 shows the calculated rising part of the signal voltage of the transmission
line when the source resistance and the signal line length are changed. These
waveforms were calculated by SPICE© based on the AC circuit theory of engineering.

a. Input Voltage. b. Output Voltage at L= 0.3mm.
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c. Output Voltage at L=1mm. d. Output Voltage at L=3mm.

Figure 2.Waveform variation by source resistance and signal line length (calculated).

In the Figure 2, the delay time is increased with increasing the source resistance RS.
In the Figure 2.a, the rise time of VI is estimate to be 8ps. In the Figure 1.b, and the
overshoot is not confirmed, and the rise time at 1.6kΩ is 120ps. This situation almost
meets the criterion of the equation 3. In the Figure 2.c, the overshoot is confirmed at
160Ω of RS. and the rise time at 1.6kΩ of RS is 130ps. This situation meets the
criterion of the equation 2. In the Figure 2.d, the overshoot is confirmed at 160Ω of
RS and 320Ω of RS, and the rise time at 1.6kΩ of RS is 200ps. This situation meets
the criterion of the equation 2. The analyzing object of this section is only the voltage
on the signal line because SPICE© is impossible to calculate the behavior of the
electromagnetic wave.

3. Transmission Loss
According to the EM physics, the transmission line is the rail for traveling of the

EMW and the on-chip interconnect that is connected to CMOS is formed the
transmission line unconsciously. The transmission loss consists or the absorbing loss,
the radiation loss, and the dielectric loss. On the on-chip interconnect, the absorbing
loss is dominant, and the radiation loss and the dielectric loss are negligible. Because,
the diameter and the length are microscopic and the insulator is pure.
According to the EM physics, EMW traveling to one direction in the conductor is

� = � 2E0 e−z∙ πfμσcos ω t − z πfμσ + θ (7a)

� = � 2 E0
Z0
e−z∙ πfμσcos ω t − z πfμσ + θ (7b)

where μ is the magnetic permeability, σ is the conductivity, z is traveling distance.
According to the EM physics, the absorbing loss is occurred when EMW travels on

the transmission line. It is caused that a part of the electric or magnetic field of the
traveling EMW are penetrated into the conductor. The consumption power at the wall
surface of the conductors of the transmission line occurred by the absorbing loss can
be gotten by the product of the electric field strength of the direction perpendicular to
the wall surface and the magnetic field strength of the direction tangent to the wall
surface [13].
The amplitude of the electric field in the conductor is

Ex = Ex0e− πfμσ ∙t = Ex0e−αt = Ex0e− t δ (8)
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where Ex0 is the strength of the E field at the wall surface, α is the attenuation
constant, δ is the skin depth, and t is the distance from the surface.
Then, the current alongside of the electric field is

Jx = σEx (9)

The power consumption in the minute volume dxdydz of the conductor is

PL = 0
∞
p� ⋅ dt = 0

∞
σ� Ex 2dt = σ Ex0 2

0
∞
e−2αt� dt = δσ

2
Ex0 2 (10)

The real part of the intrinsic impedance of the conductor based on the EM physics is

Z0 ≈
1
σδ

(11)

Therefore

Ex0 ≈
1
σδ
Hy0 (12)

When the equation 12 is assigned into the equation 10, the power consumption in
the minute volume dxdydz of the conductor is

PL ≈
1
2σδ

Hy0
2

(13)

Hy0 in the equation 13 corresponds to the current density. Therefore, 1/2 α δ
corresponds to the resistance RS in the AC circuit theory of engineering.
The resistance of unit length of the transmission line is

R = 2Rs
w
≈ 1

δσw
= α

σw
(14)

where w is the width of the opposed conductor.
According to the transmission line engineering based on the AC circuit theory, the

attenuation constant of the transmission line when the mutual conductance G is zero is

α = R
2Z0

(15)

The attenuation constant of the absorbing loss of the transmission line when the
equation 15 is assigned into the equation 14 is

α : = 1
2Z0δσw

: = πfμσ
2Z0σw

(16)

4. Novel On-chip CMOS Inverter Circuit
Figure 3 shows the novel on-chip CMOS inverter circuit.
The on-chip CMOS inverter circuit that is the basic form of the digital circuit on

SoC consists of CMOS, power line and the signal line. The novel on-chip CMOS
inverter circuit shown in the Figure 3 includes the on-chip LILL that is connected
between the on-chip power supply transmission line (power line) and CMOS. As the
result, the terminal impedance of the point A is set to be zero. The on-chip signal
transmission line (signal line) is connected between the CMOS driver and the CMOS
receiver. The on-chip signal line has much loss and its characteristic impedance is
large because the interconnects are extremely slender and is not formed pair line. The
non-continuous signal voltage is formed by CMOS on the signal line. But the analysis
of EMW and it of the rising part of the signal voltage are impossible by the current
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EM physics that handles only continuous EMW. This problem is solved by the novel
solitary electromagnetic wave (SEMW) theory.

Figure 3. on-chip CMOS inverter circuit.

5. Outline of Solitary Electromagnetic Wave (SEMW) Theory
The SEMW theory was developed by applying the semiconductor physics, the non-

linear wave physics, and the EM physics for SMC including the digital circuit and it
will supplement the current EM physics.
According to the EM physics, EMW is generated when the electrostatic field or the

magnetostatic field is changed. Moreover, the one-shot EMW that is called as SEMW
is generated at the moment of switching of the device on the switching mode circuit.
SEMW consists of the solitary electric field wave (SEW) and the solitary magnetic
field wave (SMW) which have the same waveform in accordance with the EM
physics.
The vector wave equations of SEMW are.

E� t =∓ iE0 ∙ sec2 h B t ∓ T0 + z με (17a)

H� t = jE0
ε
μ
∙ sec2 h B t ∓ T0 + z με (17b)

where, E0 is the electric field strength, B is the waveform constant, T0 is the initial
time, z is the traveling distance, i and j are the axis vectors in a direction perpendicular
to one another to traveling axis.
The equations 17 show the behaviours of SEMW and has the following meaning.
a. SEMW has the characteristics of the soliton.
b. The behavior of SEW and SMW is represented by the time function.
c. SEMW travels from the generated point as the forward traveling wave and the

backward traveling wave individualy.
d. The polarity of the amplitude of the forward traveling SEW is negative and it of

the backward traveling SEW is positive in the case of the positve power supply
voltage.
The fundamental difference between the vector wave equations of SEMW and the

Maxwell’s vector wave equations is the function. The former is expressed by the time
function and the latter is expressed by the frequency function. Conventionally, the
Maxwell’s vector wave equations have been used to the wave analysis. Therefore,
many useful equations and the analyzing tool of the frequency function exist for the
transmission line analysis. The modified significant frequency (MSF) is defined In the
SEMW theory. i.e. When ts is the rise time or the time length of SEMW,
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MSF=1 π∙ts . MSF make enable to use many useful equations of the frequency
function including the equation 16 of the attenuation constant of the transmission line
when SMC including the digital circuit are designed or analyzed by basing on the
SEMW theory. The SEMW theory is applicable to all kinds of medium but the
application to the transmission line is most useful.
On the voltage source SMC, transmission line is charged or discharged by SEW. As

the result, the voltage shape is formed. The amplitude of the signal voltage does not
attenuate by the transmission loss [5,6,8]. SMW travels with SEW, but it does not
work usefully. Three currents exist on the transmission line. The first one is the
charge or discharge current by SEW. The second current is the one applying the
Ampere’s law to traveling SMW. The last is the stationary current defined by the EM
field theory of the EM physics, and it flows in the conductor by the gate leakage or
the impedance matching parallel resistor or etc.

6. Calculation Equations of Signal Analysis on On-chip
Interconnects at Turn on of CMOS

The signals lines of the on-chip interconnect consist of the microscopic vias and
wires [8]. Therefore, the transmission loss is estimated to be relatively large. But the
characteristic impedance of the signal line is estimated to be instable and being
relatively large, because they are not formed intendedly to be the transmission line
structure. On the other hand, the powers lines of the on-chip interconnect are formed
to be the mesh construction used the thick conductors. The transmission loss is
relatively small because the resistance of the conductor is small. As the result, so
many reflection phenomena are occurred during the rise time of the signal voltage. In
addition, the power line makes increasing the rising time. When the on-chip low
impedance lossy line (LILL) is connected between the power line and the CMOS in
the Figure 3, these problems will be solved completely. Therefore, it is considered
here as the premise that the on-chip LILL is connected between the power line and
CMOS. By this, the power line length can be ignored and the CMOS side impedance
of the power line is almost zero. This idea presents an useful application of the lossy
line technologies to the on-chip interconnects [1,2,3,4].
The calculation range, condition, and all equations were shown by the writing style

of Mathcad 15©, and they were calculated on Mathcad 15© and the calculation result
was graphed by Excel© of Microsoft.

6.1. Amplitude of reflected SEW at receiving terminal
In the following equations, length of the signal line is Ls, the attenuation constant of

the signal line is αs, the gate capacitance of the receiver CMOS is Cg, the switching
time of CMOS is tr, the characteristic impedance of signal is Z0, the generated
amplitude of SEW is k. In the equations, n is the integer more than 2. Each unit of
time, length, voltage, electric field, capacitance, and impedance is ps, m, V, V/m, F,
and Ω.
According to the definition of MSF, the gate impedance of the receiver shown in

the Figure 3 is

Zk ∶= �t 2th (18)
The reflection coefficient at the receiving terminal is
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Ra ∶= Zk−Z0
Zk+Z0

(19)

The amplitude of first reflected SEW at the receiving terminal is

A1AS ∶=− 2ke−αs∙Ls ∙ Ra (20)

According to the SEMW theory, the amplitude of the digital signal voltage is not
reduced by the transmission loss but the amplitude of the bounce is reduced by the
transmission loss as like the analog signal voltage because the electrostatic energy is
not supplied to the bounce by the DC power supply.
The summation of amplitude of the generated SEW and the first reflected SEW for

the calculation of the signal voltage is

A1S ∶=− 2k 1 + e−αs∙Ls ∙ Ra (21)

The amplitude of SEW reflected in nth at receiving terminal is

AnAS ∶=− A n − 1 AS ∙ e−2αs∙Ls ∙ Ra (22)
The summation of amplitude of the generated SEW and the nth reflected SEW for

the calculation of the signal voltage is

AnS ∶=− A n − 1 AS ∙ 1 + e−2αs∙Ls ∙ Ra (23)

6.2. Traveling Time of Signal Line

In the following equations, εr is the relative permittivity, and n is an integer of 02 or
more.
The transmission time on the signal line of length Ls is

tLs≔ Ls∙ εr∙109

3∙108
(24)

Arriving time of the first SEMW to the receiver CMOS is

T01s ∶= tLs (25)

Arriving time of the nth SEMW to the receiver CMOS is
Tns ∶= 2n − 1 tLs (26)

6.3. Waveform at Receiving Terminal of Signal Line
In the following equations, T1 is 0.75tr, and n is an integer of 04 or more.
The SEW generated on the signal line when the CMOS inverter is connected to the

power line of zero length is turned on is

u0 t ∶=− 2k ∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 2 (27)
According to EM physics, the charge and discharge voltage on the transmission line

is got from the time integral of SEW.
The rising part of the first formed signal voltage by the generated SEW at the

CMOS inverter’s turned on when the power line length is zero is

V0 t ∶=− 0
tu0 t� dt (28)

The first reflected SEW at the receiving terminal of the signal line is

u01s t ∶= A1AS ∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − T01s 2 (29)
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SEW for calculating the first appeared signal voltage at the receiving terminal is

u01sV t ∶= A1S∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − T01s 2 (30)

The first appeared signal voltage at receiving terminal is

V01sV t ∶=− 0
tu01sV t� dt (31)

The second reflected SEW at receiving terminal of the signal line is

u02s t ∶= A2AS ∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − T02s 2 (32)

Summation of the first and the second reflected SEW at receiving terminal is
us02a t ∶= u02s(t) + u01s(t) (33)

SEW for calculating the second appeared signal voltage at the receiving terminal is

u02sV t ∶= A2S∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − T02s 2 (34)

The second appeared signal voltage at receiving terminal is

V02sV t ∶=− 0
tu02sV t� dt (35)

Summation of the first and second appeared signal voltage at receiving terminal is

V02s t ∶= V02sV t + V01sV t (36)
The third reflected SEW at receiving terminal of the signal line is

u03s t ∶= A2AS ∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − T03s 2 (37)
Summation of from the first to the third reflected SEW at receiving terminal is

us03a t ∶= u03s(t) + u02a(t) (38)

SEW for calculating the third appeared signal voltage at the receiving terminal is

u03sV t ∶= A3S∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − T03s 2 (39)
The third appeared signal voltage at receiving terminal is

V03sV t ∶=− 0
tu03sV t� dt (40)

Summation of from the first to third appeared signal voltage at receiving terminal is

V03s t ∶= V03sV t + V02s t (41)

The reflected nth SEW at receiving terminal of the signal line is

uns t ∶= AnAS ∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − Tns 2 (42)

Summation of from the first to the nth reflected SEW at receiving terminal is

una t ∶= uns(t) + u n − 1 a(t) (43)

SEW for calculating the nth appeared signal voltage at the receiving terminal is

unsV t ∶= AnS∙ sech B ∙ t − T1 − Tns 2 (44)

The nth signal voltage at the receiving terminal is

VnsV t ∶=− 0
tunsV t� dt (45)

Summation of from the first to the nth appeared signal voltage at receiving terminal
is
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Vns t ∶= VnsV t + V n − 1 s(t) (46)

6.4. Common calculation condition
The behavior of SEW and the signal voltage at the 5nm technology node in 2020 in

accordance with IRDS2020 [14] are analyzed in basing on SEMW theory.

μ≔μ0 ∶= 4π × 10−7 , ε0 ∶= 8.855 × 10−12 , εr ∶= 3 , h ∶= 1 × 10−5 , tn: = 2W in
the Figure 1.b, the supply voltage is VDD: = 0.7, the gate delay of CMOS is tr: =
1.11 × 1012 or MSF at this is f: = 2.868 × 1011 , the gate capacitance of CMOS is
Cg: = 0.45 ∙ 10−15 , the AC impedance of Cg at MSF is Zcg: = 1.233 × 103 in the
Figure 3, the initial time T1 is 1.66tr, the waveform constant is B: = 2

tr
, and amplitude

of SEW is k: = 0.3157 . The conductivity σ in the equation 16 of copper, aluminum,
pitch-based carbon fiber, semiconductor of N or P type, and conductive polymer using
polythiophene is each σc: = 5.96 × 107 , σa: = 3.77 × 107 , σpc: = 5 × 106 , σs: =
1 × 105, and σcp: = 3 × 104.

6.5. Common Calculation Range

t ∶= 0, tr 20 ;200 (From 0 to 200ps by step of tr/20).

7. Analysis of SEMW and Signal Voltage on On-chip Interconnects
at Turn on of CMOS

The shape of SEMW and rising part of the signal voltage on the many types of the
on-chip interconnects is calculated and analyzed. Here, the attenuation constant of the
materials at MSF shown in section 6.4 is used and this value is got from equation 16.

7.1. Generated Waveform at Driving Terminal of Signal Line
The first waveforms of SEW and the rising part of the signal voltage that are

generated by CMOS in Figure 3 are calculated by the equation 27 and 28 and shown
in the Figure 4.

a. SEW. b. Signal voltage.

Figure 4. Generated Waveform at Driving terminal of Signal line (calculated).

7.2. Waveform Analysis of Receiving Terminal at 40nm width Different Materials

7.2.1. Calculation Condition

Width of the interconnect is W: = 4 × 10−8 , the characteristic impedance
calculated by the equation 6 is 275Ω, and each attenuation constant of copper and
aluminum is αc: = 6.27 × 103, αa: = 7.88 × 103.
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7.2.2. Calculation Result

a. Copper Wire. b. Aluminum Wire.

Figure 5. Waveform of SEW at Receiving terminal (calculated).

a. Copper Wire. b. Aluminum Wire.

Figure 6. Rising part of Signal voltage at Receiving terminal (calculated).

7.3. Waveform Analysis of Receiving Terminal at 80nm width Different Materials

7.3.1. Calculation Condition

Width of the interconnect is�: = 8 × 10−8 , characteristic impedance of the signal
line calculated by the equation 6 is 246Ω, and each attenuation constant of copper,
pitch-based carbon fiber, doped smiconductor of N/P type, and conductive polymer
based on polythiophene is ��: = 3.50 × 103 , ��� = 1.209 × 103 , ��: = 8.55 × 104 ,
and ���: = 1.564 × 105.

7.3.2. Calculation Result

a. Copper Wire. b. Pitch-based Carbon fiber Wire.
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c. Doped Semiconductor Wire. d. Conductive Polymer Wire.

Figure 7. Waveform of SEW at Receiving terminal (calculated).

a. Copper Wire. b. Pitch-based Carbon fiber Wire.

c. Doped Semiconductor Wire. d. Conductive Polymer Wire.

Figure 8. Rising part of Signal voltage at Receiving terminal (calculated).

7.4. Waveform Analysis of Receiving Terminal at 320nm width Different Materials

7.4.1. Calculation Condition

Width of the interconnect is �: = 3.2 × 10−7 , characteristic impedance of the
signal line calculated by the equation 6 is 187Ω, and each attenuation constant of
copper, pitch-based carbon fiber, doped smiconductor of N/P type, and conductive
polymer based on polythiophene is ��: = 1.152 × 103 , ���: = 3.98 × 103 , ��: =
2.81 × 104, and ���: = 5.13 × 104.

7.4.2. Calculation Result
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a. Copper Wire. b. Pitch-based Carbon fiber Wire.

c. Doped Semiconductor Wire. d. Conductive Polymer Wire.

Figure 9. Waveform of SEW at Receiving terminal (calculated).

a. Copper Wire. b. Pitch-based Carbon fiber Wire.

c. Doped Semiconductor Wire. d. Conductive Polymer Wire.

Figure 10. Rising part of Signal voltage at Receiving terminal (calculated).

7.5. Waveform Analysis of Receiving Terminal at 1.28μm width Different Materials

7.5.1. Calculation Condition

Width of the interconnect is �: = 1.28 × 10−6 , characteristic impedance of the
signal line calculated by the equation 6 is 130Ω, and each attenuation constant of
copper, pitch-based carbon fiber, doped smiconductor of N/P type, and conductive
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polymer based on polythiophene is ��: = 414 , ���: = 1.43 × 103 , ��: = 1.011 ×
104, and ���: = 1.846 × 104.

7.5.2. Calculation Result

a. Copper Wire. b. Pitch-based Carbon fiber Wire.

c. Doped Semiconductor Wire. d. Conductive Polymer Wire.

Figure 11. Waveform of SEW at Receiving terminal (calculated).

a. Copper Wire. b. Pitch-based Carbon fiber Wire.

c. Doped Semiconductor Wire. d. Conductive Polymer Wire.

Figure 12. Rising part of Signal voltage at Receiving terminal (calculated).

8. Discussion
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The analyzing method presented in the chapter 2 based on the AC circuit theory of
engineering has been used for the on-chip interconnect design currently. The
transmission line including the resistance in it is considered to be the lossy line. In this
case, the shape of the signal voltage of the on-chip interconnects is calculated by
using the Fourier transform by basing on the AC circuit theory of engineering. But
this calculation pulls the different result from the fact i.e. the stationary amplitude of
the signal voltage is reduced at the receiving terminal. For this, the resistance of the
transmission line is included in the lumped source resistance usually. But the justness
of this current method cannot be proved by the AC circuit theory of engineering, and
it violates the EM physics. Because, the resistance has nothing to do with the
transmission delay and the resistance of the conductor is not admitted as the physical
constant by the EM physics. Therefore, also the conventional analyzing result shown
in the Figure 2 does not show the real phenomena but there were no ways except this
before now unfortunately. This cause exists in the current EM physics. According to
the EM physics, the electromagnetic wave is generated when the current is changed.
Therefore, the waveform analysis of the on-chip interconnects should be done in
basing to the EMW theory in the EM physics. But this theory is for the continuous
wave. For this, in the case of the non-continuous signal analysis of the on-chip
interconnects, the satisfactory calculation result cannot be gotten by also the current
EM physics.
The analysis of both electromagnetic wave and rising part of the signal voltage on

the lossy on-chip interconnect was enabled in easy by applying the attenuation
constant of EM physics to the novel SEMW theory via MSF. And its calculation
equation and the calculation result were presented in the chapter 6 and 7. According to
the calculation result presented in the chapter 7, the electric field strength of SEW on
the on-chip interconnects is attenuated by the reduction of its cross section or its
conductivity, or the extend of its length. The waveform except the amplitude of SEW
is kept against these variable conditions and the delay time only depends on the length
of the signal line and the stational amplitude of the signal voltage is kept under all
conditions [3,5,6,8].
The calculation result of the amplitude of SEW and the rising part of the signal

voltage at the receiving terminal at varying the width, material and the length was
presented in the chapter 7. Here, as shown in the section 6.4, the thickness of the
interconnect is double of its width. The amplitude of SEW when the 40nm width wire
forms the typical local on-chip interconnect that was made with the copper and the
aluminum was shown in the Figure 5.a and 5.b. Both amplitude of SEW at using two
materials are not small enough and it is about one third of the generated SEW shown
in the Figure 4.a. And both bounces of the rising part of the signal voltage is relatively
small but not enough as shown in the Figure 6.a and 6.b.
It has been believed that the coupling capacitance between the adjacent

interconnects increase the transmission delay. For this reason, the effort of the
decrease of the dielectric constant from 3 to 2.5 has been continued about 20 years
based on this idea. But this idea is not correct from the view point of the EM physics
and it increases the transmission delay little. Therefore, At the common calculation
condition of section 6.4, the dielectric constant of the insulator of the interconnects
was replaced to 3 of the value before about 20 years from 2.5 of IRDS2020.
From the analyzing result of the chapter 7, it can be confirmed that the amplitude of

SEW is reduced by the reduction of its width of the interconnect or its conductivity of
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the interconnect. The waveform on the receiving terminal at the 80nm width different
materials was analyzed in the section 7.3. When the amplitude of SEW was compared
with the generated SEW shown in the Figure 4.a, the amplitude of SEW was reduced
to about half at the case of the copper and the carbon fiber, and in the case of the
doped semiconductor, the amplitude of SEW was reduced to almost two digits.
Especially, the amplitude of SEW when the conductive polymer based on
polythiophene is used was reduced about 2.7×10-4 or -71dB. This value is small
enough to suppress the electromagnetic interference including the bounce and the
crosstalk. On the other hand, as shown in the Figure 8, 10, and 12, when the rising
part of the signal voltage is compared with the case of the copper, the bounce was
reduced slightly at the case of the carbon fiber, it was reduced almost enough in the
case of the doped semiconductor, and it was disappeared almost perfectly in the case
of the conductive polymer. In addition, from the Figure 8, 10, and 12, it was
confirmed that the stational amplitude of the signal voltage is kept constant.
From above, it can be said that the conductive polymer of 80nm width is the most

suitable and should be used to all of the on-chip interconnects in this paper. But the
voltage drop by the leakage current is worried in this case. Because it is a kind of the
stationary current and it flows though the conductive polymer. But according to 5nm
technology node of IRDS2020, the maximum leakage current per gate width is 10nA/
μm, here the gate width is 3times of the gate length. Therefore the voltage drop of the

80nm width conductive polymer is 2mV because its resistance is 13MΩ．This value
is 0.28% of 0.7Vof the power supply voltage. From this, it need not worry about the
value of the resistance of the conductive polymer of 80nm width.

9. Conclusions
Today, IT is supporting the social activity in the world. The semiconductor product

including SoC supports the IT. The chip of SoC consists of the semiconductor and the
on-chip interconnects. Conventionally, the performance of SoC has been towed by the
microscopic process of the semiconductor. Against it, the on-chip interconnect has not
contributed to the improvement of it. One of this reason is estimated that the
conventional EM physics could not apply to design and analysis of the on-chip
interconnects. In addition, the dependent physics field of these is different i.e. the
physics field of the semiconductor is the quantum mechanics that handles the material
and the interconnect belongs to the principle of relativity that handles the
electromagnetic wave. Therefore, it is estimated that the semiconductor engineers
have not been interest to the electromagnetic performance of the on-chip interconnects.
But this situation will be changed in the near future by the novel SEMW theory that
will be included in the EM physics. It is estimated that the performance of SoC will be
increased more than 2 digits and the stability will be increased greatly by applying the
method presented in this paper to the on-chip interconnects [8].
The names of the material of the interconnect shown in this paper are the examples.

The material that has the comparable conductivity to the conductive polymer shown
in this paper and fits to the semiconductor manufacturing process is recommended.
The confirmation of the analyzing result of this paper by the experiment is mandatory
and it is our future problem, because the SEMW theory is the hypothesis.
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